In this study, we carry out high temperature glancing angle deposition (HT-GLAD) of Fe and Al on a heated substrate with trench patterns. When vapor is incident perpendicular to the trench direction, nanowhiskers grow only on the surface exposed to the vapor and not inside the trenches. When vapor is incident at a deposition angle larger than 80° on the sidewall of the trench and not on the substrate surface, nanowhiskers grow only on the sidewall because the condition of deposition at a high temperature and a large deposition angle is satisfied only for the sidewall. Thus, we succeed in the selective growth of nanowhiskers by controlling the geometrical deposition conditions. Further, we also discuss the effect of the local deposition geometry on the growth process.
Unusual Al nanowhiskers grow on the substrate when Al is deposited on a heated substrate at a deposition angle typically larger than 80°, a so-called glancing angle. (1, 2) This process is termed high temperature glancing angle deposition (HT-GLAD). In the past, nanowhiskers of various other metals have also been grown by HT-GLAD. (2, 3) The following conditions must be satisfied for growing nanowhiskers: (i) the deposition temperature must be higher than approximately one-third of the melting point of the metal and (ii) the deposition angle must be typically larger than 80°. Thus, the HT-GLAD growth process is highly sensitive to deposition conditions. Therefore, it would be possible to achieve the selective growth of nanowhiskers on a patterned substrate by this process. There are two approaches to achieve such selective growth as shown in Fig. 1 .
One approach is based on the shadowing effect (Fig. 1a) and the other is based on the condition that nanowhiskers are grown only at a large deposition angle (Fig. 1b) . If vapor is incident obliquely on the patterned substrate, the convex parts of the substrate surface protect its concave parts from the direct impact of incident vapor; therefore, nanowhiskers are expected to grow only on the convex parts, as shown in − θ , nanowhiskers grow only on the former parts. However, it is not easy to achieve such geometrically selective growth in conventional nanowhisker growth processes such as chemical vapor deposition based vapor-liquid-solid growth and electrochemical deposition in nanoholes in anodically oxidized aluminum, in which the directivity of the flux of the source materials does not play an important role. Therefore, HT-GLAD is expected to compensate the difficulties to achieve the selective growth by the conventional growth processes and to contribute to the development of novel applications of nanowires.
The R&D of metal nanowires is carried out on a smaller scale than that of the semiconductors and functional oxides. However, metal nanowires have applications in various road maps such as ITRS 2007(4) and potential applications in devices, such as plasmonic waveguides,(5, 6) low resistance interconnects,(4, 7) nanomechanical memory elements,(8) current-controlled magnetic-domain-wall nanowire logic devices,(9) and field emitters.(10) In many of these applications, the integration of nanowires with threedimensional nano-or microstructures is required. Such integration, i.e., growth of nanowires on nano-or microstructured substrates, is expected to be achieved by carrying out geometrically selective growth using the HT-GLAD technique.
From the viewpoint of fundamental interests, the mechanism of nanowhisker growth by HT-GLAD has not yet been fully understood. Although screw dislocations play an important role in the growth of nanowhiskers, (11, 12) there are little experimental observations concerning the atomic process during nanowhisker growth by HT-GLAD.
In our previous papers,(1, 2, 13) we reported that many nanowhiskers grew up to lengths unusually greater than that predicted by a simple growth model proposed by Sears. (11) To understand the growth mechanism of nanowhiskers in detail, it is useful to carry out HT-GLAD on a structured substrate. Oblique deposition results in the formation of illuminated and shadowed regions on the structured substrate so that the transport of the vapor flux near the substrate surface can be modified. An investigation of the growth mode of nanowhiskers by systematically changing geometrical deposition conditions would yield an important information on the growth mechanism of nanowhiskers grown by HT-GLAD.
In this paper, we present the selective growth of metal nanowhiskers on a structured substrate achieved by (i) the shadowing effect and (ii) the effect of the incidence angle of vapor flux. In addition, we present results of systematic experiments performed for investigating the geometrical relation between the incident vapor flux and patterns prefabricated on the substrate. Because the growth of nanowhiskers may be related to usual crystal growth mechanisms, their understanding would be useful for understanding the growth mechanisms of nanowhiskers grown by other processes.
EXPERIMENTAL
Aluminum (purity 99.999%) or iron (purity 99.99%) was deposited on a Si substrate with trench patterns in an electron-beam (EB) evaporation apparatus specially designed for carrying out HT-GLAD. After evacuating the preparation chamber to 1 × 10 −4 Pa, the substrate, which was placed on a graphite plate, was irradiated (and thus heated) with a halogen lamp. The relation between the substrate temperature measured using thermocouples and that of the halogen lamp was calibrated by preliminary experiments.
In the study, by monitoring the temperature of the halogen lamp, the substrate temperature was maintained constant at 390 °C for Al or at 470 °C for Fe during the deposition process. To reduce the dispersion of the deposition flux, the EB source was placed at a distance of 480 mm from the center of the substrate. The deposition angle α, which is defined as the angle between the substrate normal and the incident direction of the deposition flux, was set at an angle of α ≈ 85
o by using an in-vacuum stepper motor. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Selective Growth of Nanowhiskers by Shadowing Effect
During HT-GLAD, vapor flux is incident on the substrate at a large deposition angle; therefore, only the convex parts and not the concave parts of the surface are exposed to the vapor flux. Thus, if we use a prepatterned substrate, as is often the case in the selective growth of the columns using low temperature glancing angle deposition, (14, 15) we can achieve a patterned growth of nanowhiskers.
In this study, to verify the selective growth of nanowhiskers by the shadowing effect, we carried out the HT-GLAD of Fe on a Si(001) substrate with periodic V-shaped grooves along the direction. Fe vapor was incident at a deposition angle of 82° in such a way that the plane of incidence was perpendicular to the direction of the grooves; 110 < > therefore, most parts of the grooves were shadowed from the Fe vapor. During deposition, the substrate temperature was maintained constant at 470 °C, and the average thickness of deposited Fe was 48 nm. long-distance diffusion of adatoms is not required. From the SEM images, the diffusion length of adatoms on the surface was estimated to be of the order of 100 nm. Therefore, it would be possible to achieve the selective growth of nanowhiskers by the shadowing effect on nanopatterns with a size down to a few hundred nanometers.
Selective Growth of Nanowhiskers by Control of Deposition Angle
Because the growth process of nanowhiskers by HT-GLAD is very sensitive to the deposition angle (reported by us in a previous study(1)), in this study, the selective growth of Al nanowhiskers was carried out on sidewalls of rectangular trenches.
Aluminum was deposited on a micropatterned Si (110) [ ] direction. During deposition, the substrate temperature was maintained constant at 390 °C. By selecting appropriate polar and azimuth angles of the substrate during the deposition process, deposition angles on both the surface and the sidewalls of the trenches were controlled independently. Figure 3a shows schematic representations of the deposition geometry. The polar angle α was defined as the angle between the substrate normal and the incident direction of the deposition flux, and the azimuth angle φ was defined as the angle between the trench direction and the plane of incidence of the Al vapor. As shown in Fig. 3b , the deposition angle on the surface was equal to α, whereas that on one of the sidewalls (illuminated sidewall) was γ = cos Thus, the selective growth of nanowhiskers was successfully carried out by controlling the geometrical deposition conditions. The growth of nanowhiskers on the sidewalls of the trench is not a simple phenomenon. In Fig. 4a and d , it can be observed that nanowhiskers grow not only on the illuminated sidewalls but also on the shadowed sidewalls that have never been directly exposed to the vapor flux. The growth of nanowhiskers on the shadowed sidewalls is not exceptional, while the number of nanowhiskers grown on the shadowed part of the bottom is small. Figure 5 shows the SEM images captured from various angles for the same two samples-: with α = 55 o (Fig. 5a ) and α = 85 5a and b, the nanowhiskers grow on the shadowed sidewalls of both the samples. Further, many islands or grains as well as nanowhiskers are present on the surface, part of the bottom exposed to the incident vapor, and on illuminated sidewalls. The morphological features observed in Fig. 5c are characteristic of the samples prepared by HT-GLAD, as reported in our previous papers.(1, 2) However, no recognizable islands or grains are present on the shadowed sidewalls, and only thin and long nanowhiskers grow on these sidewalls (Fig. 5d) . Few nanowhiskers grow on the shadowed part of the bottom ( Fig. 5b and d). This suggests that the re-evaporation or reflective scattering of atoms deposited on the sidewalls of the trenches contributes to the growth of nanowhiskers.
Effects of Local Deposition Geometry on Growth of Nanowhiskers
In addition to the growth of nanowhiskers on the shadowed sidewalls, the size and number of nanowhiskers growing on the sidewalls depend strongly on α. If atoms reflected on the surface in front of the growing nanowhiskers also contribute to their growth, the growth rate increases significantly.
We used a conventional growth model (1, 11, 17) to estimate the contribution of reflected atoms to the nanowhisker growth. Figure 8 shows the growth model of nanowhiskers on the sidewall of a trench. In this conventional growth model, adatoms diffuse over the sides of the nanowhiskers and are incorporated at the top of the nanowhiskers. As an extreme case of the fastest growth, we assume that all atoms impinging upon the nanowhiskers are incorporated into the nanowhiskers and that their radius does not change during the growth process. Evaporated atoms are directly incident on the side of a nanowhisker of length l growing at a distance w from the edge of the substrate. Here, the vapor flux incident on the surface of the side of the nanowhisker is f tanγ , where f is the component of the vapor flux perpendicular to the surface. We assume that the atoms reflected on the surface in front of the nanowhisker also contribute to the nanowhisker growth. Here, we also assume that the reflectance of the atoms is s.
The length of the nanowhisker depending on the reflectivity of the atoms is written as
where l 0 is the initial length of the nanowhiskers, namely, the height of the nuclei, and r is the radius of the nanowhiskers. Therefore, we can say that atoms reflected or scattered on the surface in front of nanowhiskers significantly contribute to the growth of long nanowhiskers by HT-GLAD.
CONCLUSION
We carried out the HT-GLAD of Fe and Al on a heated substrate with trench patterns.
Nanowhiskers selectively grew on the substrate by the shadowing effect and under controlled geometrical deposition conditions. In growth of Al nanowhiskers on the sidewalls of the trenches, nanowhiskers grew not only on illuminated sidewalls but also on shadowed sidewalls. The size and number of nanowhiskers growing on the sidewalls depended strongly on α, although γ was maintained constant. The reflective scattering of atoms on the surface in front of nanowhiskers plays an important role in the growth of nanowhiskers. 
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